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Cost for your Journey at INR 7,95,000/- Per Person.
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Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Breakfast at Nova 
Skyland Hotel

Breakfast at Nova 
Skyland Hotel

Breakfast served by your 
own chef

Breakfast served by your 
own chef

Breakfast at Glass 
Apartments

Breakfast at Glass 
Apartments

Arrival at Rovaniemi 
Airport, private transfer to 

Nova Skyland

Snowmobile 
adventure in the 

wilderness 
Lunch in a Lappish 

Hut

Check out from Glass 
Resort

Lunch in a Lappish Hut

Husky sledding 
adventure in the 

wilderness

Lunch at Octola Lodge

Check out from Octola
Lodge

Reindeer sledge ride 
through snowy forest

Lunch in a Lappish hut

Leisure time: Possibility 
to visit Rovaniemi City 

centre and local 
museums

Lunch at Rovaniemi City

Check out

Private transfer to  
Rovaniemi Airport

Departure

Your guide introduces 
you to the region

Receiving your winter 
clothing

Welcome dinner at Nova 
Skyland

Santa Claus 
Village visit

3-course dinner at 
Glass Resort

Check in at Octola Lodge

Time to relax at your 
private Octola Spa

3-course dinner served 
by your own chef 

Time for leisure -
possibility to visit the 

attractions of Rovaniemi

3-course dinner served 
by your own chef 

Check in at Nova 
Skyland Hotel

3 course dinner at 
restaurant

Private tour at Ice Hotel

3-course farewell dinner 
at Ice restaurant

Possibility to search for 
Northern lights every evening 

with your guide

Overnight at Nova Skyland

Overnight at Glass 
Resort

Sauna and outdoor hut 
tub available

Overnight at Octola

Northern lights 
adventure by 
snowmobiles

Overnight at Octola

Overnight at Glass 
Apartments

Overnight at Glass 
Apartments

Itinerary Overview



OVERVIEW

YOUR EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE FOR 7 DAYS.

INCLUDED IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, 
ALL ACTIVITIES GUIDED & PRIVATE

• Winter outer clothing for your stay (Winter Trousers, Winter Jacket, boots, hats & 

gloves)

• All transfers (refreshments available onboard) 
• Guide at your disposal at all times 
• Northern lights alerts
• All meals provided: breakfasts at the hotel, lunch experiences en-route 

during activities, and 3-course dinners (including wine packages) at your 
hotel

• GST Tax

• 2 nights accommodation in Aurora Suite, Nova Skyland Hotel
• 2 nights accommodation in Octola Lodge
• 2 nights accommodation in Glass Apartment, Glass Resort 
• Snowmobile Adventure in the Wilderness
• Santa Claus Village visit
• Husky Farm visit & Husky Sledging
• Northern Lights Hunt by Snowmobiles
• Reindeer Sleight Ride
• Guided tour at Ice Hotel



Nova Skyland offers peaceful and natural surroundings as well as all the

amenities. Only a 200-metrer walk takes you to the Santa Claus Village shops,

Santa’s own office and Santa’s Post Office.

We are dedicated to creating a holiday with detail-oriented for host and guests

alike. In here, our staff is familiar with how to live in nature. We are well prepared

for your outdoor experience in the heart of Lapland forest all year round. Try the

modern flavors of Lapland in the restaurant located in the main building. The

restaurant is open from early morning till late evening.

NOVA SKYLAND
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Exclusive Glass Apartments pride itself on a warm and cosy atmosphere

and personal customer service. All guests are perceived as individuals

with unique priorities when holidaying.

Exclusive Glass apartments provide premium accommodation in Santa

Claus Village in Rovaniemi. They are nestled amidst the natural beauty

of the Arctic Circle, far away from everyday worries. The Premium Glass

Apartments offer a luxurious alternative to enjoying the spectacular

northern skies and natural phenomena like the Aurora Borealis, relaxing

in a hot tub or snuggling in bed.

Each Glass Apartment has a Hot Spring outdoor hot tub and a private

Sauna. The Hot Spa and Sauna offers an unforgettable spa experience

in the middle of the Arctic nature. There is no better way to enjoy the

evening than relaxing in the hot spa surrounded by the wintery

landscape and the stars twinkling in the sky, maybe even catching a

glimpse of the exclusive Northern Lights (Aurora Borealis) above. The

outdoor hot spa brings luxury feel to the everyday life!



AUTHENTIC LAPLAND EXCLUSIVE WINTER ADVENTURE WWW.AUTHENTICLAPLAND.COM
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YOUR EXPERIENCE

Your plane descends towards Rovaniemi Airport, and you get your

first glimpse of the winter wonderland where you’ll spend the next

few days.

As you step off the plane, you catch your first breath of the cold,

clean air as you are welcomed by your personal host, who will look

after you during your stay. Your first stop will be at our airport-based

private lounge to get your winter clothing that will keep you warm

and dry the coming days. You’ll emerge into the cold air, wearing

our comfortable, Arctic-proofed gear, ready for adventure.

THE ARRIVAL



YOUR EXPERIENCE

After a welcome meal, your guide will take you out to introduce

you to the region. Once we’re comfortable with our Arctic

transport, your host will take you out in hunt of the Northern Lights,

and show you the best places to spot the phenomenon.

During your stay your host will also keep an eye on the Northern

Lights activity, and alert you at any time, should our skies be

dancing.

SEARCHING FOR NORTHERN LIGHTS WITH YOUR GUIDE



YOUR EXPERIENCE

A snowmobile ride is a highlight of any Arctic adventure, and not to

be missed. After a brief introduction to safety and the controls of the

snowmobiles, it’s time to set off on our state-or-art snowmobiles for

your tailor-made excursion into the wild. Through forests and over hills

packed with snow, you’ll drive deep into the wilderness where not

many have been. You’ll get the chance to let rip across a frozen lake

and experience the speed, the freedom and the adrenaline rush that

can only be had when these thrilling machines roar over the snow.

While a driving licence is needed to operate a snowmobile, children

and those without licences get to enjoy being pulled along in a

sleigh. Adults and older children can also share a snowmobile with

the driver as you ride through the beautiful snowy landscapes.

SNOWMOBILE ADVENTURE



YOUR EXPERIENCE

In the afternoon you will have time at leisure to enjoy many delights

of Lapland. Your host can take you out tobogganing, skiing or for a

snow shoe walk in the forest. Or perhaps you wish to visit the Santa

Claus Village where you get to cross the magical line of the Arctic

Circle, and send your Christmas cards from Santa Claus’ Main Post

Office. Alternatively you can visit the city centre, local natural

attractions or simply enjoy cosy family time in your chalet.

TIME FOR LEISURE



YOUR EXPERIENCE

A brand new spa property is enhancing the Octola experience

and makes Octola even the more unique. Octola Spa is the very

first private spa in the Nordics - exclusively at our Octola guests

disposal. Take a dip in the swimming pool, get your blood running in

the cold water tank, and admire sceneries of the never-ending

wilderness from the comfort of our cozy outdoor jacuzzi.

After the refreshing dip, you can finish up the spa experience by

visiting our sacred room - the Finnish sauna - which is one of the

most relaxing and purifying experiences you can do in Finland.

From our exclusive Spa Menu you get to choose a wellness

treatment of your like and enjoy a pacifying massage in the Octola

wellness room.

OCTOLA SPA



YOUR EXPERIENCE

After tasty breakfast, your guide knocks on the door, ready to take you out for

dog sledding.

At the husky kennel, you’ll meet the dogs, their excited barks filling the air. You

are provided with all the necessary equipment, and taught how to drive a

team of dogs. With the children safely wrapped up in warm furs in the sleigh,

you set off! As you slide through the snow and into the wilderness, the barking

of the dogs subsides, and all you can hear is the pounding of paws and the

sound of the sledge on the snow. Standing on the runners, by placing your

weight, the dogs turn, and you are entirely in the moment. The white and

magical landscape slips by as the dogs pick up speed. Their joy at pulling the

sleigh is contagious, and you see broad, happy smiles on everyone’s faces.

Afterwards you will have time at the kennel to visit the dogs and their puppies,

while your chef is preparing you a forest meal that you will enjoy by a camp fire

in a cosy, Lappish ‘kota’ building.

HUSKY SLEDDING ADVENTURE



YOUR EXPERIENCE

REINDEER SLEIGH RIDE

For ages, reindeer have been the most significant and typical

animals for Lapland. During your visit to the home of a reindeer,

you will get to know the traditions of reindeer herding and enjoy

a leisurely reindeer sleight ride.

On your arrival, there is a reindeer waiting for you to hop on the

sleigh. Warmly wrapped and tucked in the sleigh, you start a

journey in the forest.

The reindeer will pull you through the forest, and introduce you to

the life of a reindeer, until you arrive to a Lappish kota where the

reindeer herder is waiting for you with a lunch and so many

stories to tell. While you enjoy a warm drink by an open fire, you

will hear fascinating stories about the life in Lapland that evolves

around the reindeer.



YOUR EXPERIENCE

VISITING THE CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS OF ROVANIEMI:

MUSEUM SCIENCE CENTRE ARKTIKUM, CULTURE HOUSE KORUNDI AND SCIENCE 

CENTRE PILE 

Today you have a chance to visit the cultural highlights of Rovaniemi - Arktikum,

Korundi and Pilke.

Arktikum is a science center and museum that lets you experience northern nature,

culture, and history up close. Housing the University of Lapland’s Arctic Centre and

the Regional Museum of Lapland, Arktikum stimulates thought, encourages debate,

and provides a deeper understanding of the Arctic. See, explore and enjoy the

Arctic stories shared through our experiential exhibitions and events!

Culture House Korundi is the home of Lapland Chamber Orchestra as well as the

Rovaniemi Art Museum. Explore the Finnish contemporary art and Northern art in the

historical building - originally an old post bus depot dating back to 1933.

At the Science Centre Pilke exhibition you will have the opportunity to explore the

forest with all your senses and from many different angles.



YOUR EXPERIENCE

Visit at the magical world of ice and snow is literally the coolest

experience you can have in Lapland!

This amazing hotel, made of snow and ice, is carved each year

to be different in appearance. The walls and furniture surfaces of

the unique rooms are decorated with ice art and illuminated

artwork. Explore the beautiful hallways and admire stunning ice

sculptures before ending the tour with the ice cool dinner.

As a venue, the ice restaurant itself is a unique experience and

the delicious meals prepared from local ingredients perfect this

lifetime experience you will never forget.

GUIDED TOUR AT THE ICE HOTEL



YOUR EXPERIENCE

The sun rises on your final day in Lapland – but the fresh

arctic air and the bountiful memories from your trip put a

smile on your face.

Your private transfer is waiting, and it’s time to say

goodbye to your host. It’s been a pleasure having you

here, and while it’s always sad to see people leave, we’re

sure one day you’ll return again!

DEPARTURE



You can reach us at

bhavna@theqexperiences.com

+91 7899779444

www.thewhitecontinent.com | www.theqexperiences.com
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